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FOREWORD.

The work described in this report was authorized under Contract

No. DA 18-035-AMC-Z82(A). This work was started in July 1964 and Lo

in progress. This repoxt covers the period from Z3 July 1965 to

30 January 1966.

Notices

Reproduction of this document in whole or in part is prohibited

except with permission of U. S. Army Edgewood Arsenal Research

Laboratories; however, DDC is authorized to reproduce the document

for United States Government purposes.

The information in this report has not been cleared for release

to the general public.

Disclaimer

The findings in this report are not to be construed as an official

Department of the Army position, unless so designated by other authorized

documents.

Disposition

When this document has served its purpose, DESTROY it.
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DIGEST

The aim of the project is the development of a compreb.onsive

battery of ability tests which will evaluate the effects of incapacitating
( compounds on human performance.

This report summarizes the first and second quarters' effort

of Phase I which centered on the following:

I. Detailed analyses of previously collected eal. ac a

prerequisite for further testing, resulting in:

a. refinement of the data analysis techniques

b. devcopment of a measure of drug effect in terms
cl the percentage of Se affected

c. evaluation of previous tests and reconmnendaton
for improvement.

An interim presentation of this analysis entitled: "A method for

analyzing response variables to determine the temporal effects of drugs

on performance, " was given at Edgewood Arsenal on ZZ November 1965

by Dr. Win. J. Baker. The report of this analysis will appear in

March 1966 as Technical Report No. 2.

2. Participation in the review of research results of the

Summer 1965 Test Series which included ten performance measures

developed by ARM.

3. Preparation of Technical Report No. 1 entitled,"Effects

of Drugs on Human Performance: Effects of Scopolamine on Representative

Human Performance Tests." Elkin, Freedle, Van Cott & Fleishman

(August 1965).

4. Presentation of a summary of the first year's effort at

EARL entitled, "The effects of drugs on human performance: Laboratory

teetir.: .nd nil.itary prediction, " tc th e Contractor's Conference on

Behavioral Studies (15 October 1965).
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5. rreparation of the First P -vual Report entitled, "Effects

of Drugs on Human Performance: Research Concepts, Tea+ Develop-

ment, A Preliminary Studies. " Elxin, Fleishman, Van Cott. Horowitz

i Freedle, (October, 1965).

6. Initiation of work on a . .st Administrator's Manual for use

in a Technician/Test Adm-.4strator Training Program. coordinating the

efforts of the Psychology and Psychopharmacology Branches of the

Medical Reearch L&.1oratories.

7. Continued development of new abilities tests, concentro 4 no

in the Sensory-Perceptual and Social Abilities areas.
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L The Detailed Analysis of Drug Effects on Performance

The overall goal of the current project has been the development

of a comprehensive tost program for evaluating the effects of chemical

agents on human performance. The project aims at providing a reliable

And controlled means of predicting from drug effects in laboratory

testing to effects in military operations. Initial effort concentrated on

establishing a Performance Test Bettery of abilities basic to many skills.

Of some 50 tests recommended for initial tryout for the battery, 20 were

devcloped for study during the first year during which two experiments

o.. fo% aamnine the affects on the tests of a 12 pu/kg. dose

of scopolamine.

Technical Report No. 1 and the First Annual Report presented

the major group trends in the performance data, but did not fully x-

amine all the pertinent information that the data contained. Specific

attention was not given to:

a) the degree to which subjects were differentially
affected by the :!rug;

b) the effect of replication during the course of

testing;

c) estimates of reliability of each of the tests used;

d) statistical properties of the distributions of scores
obtained.

Since each of the above factors adds a great deal to the inter-

pretation of drug effects on any performance variable. specific tech-

niques for their assessment i-e devised and then applied to the

t results of Studies I and I. The resulting analysis, which will appear as

Technical Report No. 2. permitted the development of specific

recommendations for the improvement of tests currently in use, and will

serve as a guide in future test deve .opment and data analysis.

i i l ti l .. . I.. .. 7. L . . .J , hi = , . . . I I I III I ,'



A summary follows of three of the major considerations involved

in the detailed analysis: the mathematical model employed, the

resultant "Per Cent Affected Index, " and the Test Evaluation.

A. Mathematical Model

The analysis was based on a iathematical model which dflued

any particular performance score as the summation of the following

component factors:

a) the overall data mean;

b) the effect associated with each Subject,,

c) t)* Aff.ect asanrst~vI ~4r -va 7,,t Session;

d) the measure of the extent to which a given observation

departs from a simple addition of (a) and (b) ( i.e..
a measure of non-additivity or interaction required to
"explain" the score);

e) the effect associated with a particular replication;

fP th- sampling error or uncontrolled error variance.

Analyses were conducted which specified each of the components of

variance contributing to the score. Where the previous analyses simply

compared control and experimental group trends, the revised analysis

isolates the residual 3rror variance, and pt.mits more accurate de-

lineation of the contribution of the other factors to the performance score.

In this way, performance change attributable to the drug may be

separated from changes due to other factor. present in the environment.

B. Per Cent Affected Index

One major outcome ot the analysts was the finding of a subject

by session interaction for every test, indicating that subjects were

reacting differently to the drug at different points in time. Accordingly.

each Subject's test scores were analy-zed te determine which among

them were, and which were not, showing performance decrement on the

different tests and test sessions.
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The result of this analysis provided a speclfication for ..ach

test session of the per cent of men whose drugged perlorma¢nc was

significantly different i-om an appropriate baseline performan e.

A graph of this type of data is included az Figure 1, illustrating,

in terms of the number of men affected. the magnitude of drug effect

as a function of time since drug administration for six of the tests in

Study 1. The figures clearly demonstrate once again, the variability

of drug effect on different ability tests.

Potential use of such data may t !Uustrated by the Far Visual

Acuity curve. U. for example, it is assumed that a team of men are

unable to perform a mission when more than 25% of them are affected.

then 25% becomes a cut-ofi point indicating that the mission must be

accomplished either within the first half-hour following drug exposure,

or not until 61 hours after drug exposure.

Whether this type %,Ac information can be used operationally in

this manner remains to be seen. Practical information about the

relationships between specific performance tests and specific operational

missions is not yet available. Nevertheless, the Operaticns Research

and Systems Analysis personnel who mutt 'uAe operational agent

effectiveness will ultimitely be dependent on such cd.a for accurate

assesswent of effects. The above figures, then. represent a step in

providing these data.

C. Test Evaluation

A second product of the reised analysl was the evaluation of

the tests themselves. The goal of the evaluation was overall test im-

proves ent and greater ease 4f test administration, Table I summarizes

the recommendations made for each ability test. tocludins its estimated

reliability, and the problems, if any. that were noted. The details of

the analysis and the reasoning that led to the recomomendations are in.

corporated in Technical Report No. Z.
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Implementation of the recommendation@, in terms of a evild

set of instructions, is currently under way in the form of a TesW

Administrator's Manual, designed to guide the personnel at the Human

Perlormance Test Laboratory in administering the various tests

inc.t porated therein. Initially, te Manual will contain t for

the currently dveloped tests, but it will be expanded vhn new tests

are developed, and improved when experience with the instructions

demonstrates that improvement is needed.

A major portion of the coming quarter will be devoted to the

completion of the Test Administrator Manual, and its subsequent use

in training a group of Medical Technician/Test Administrators for

the laboratory.

II
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U, New Test Developments

In addition to revising and improving the existing bests. several

now tests are currently under development, concentrating on the areas

that were less emphasised in the first year (e. g., the Sensory-

Perceptual and Social).

In the Sensory-Perceptual Area, new tests are being develo .d

to study:

1. Near and Far Visual Acuity

2. Color Discrimination

3. Illusion Susceptibilty

4. Rhythm, Pitch, and Loudness Perception

In the Social area, the Crutchfield Conformity Apparatus has

ben obtained from Shaw Laboratories, and development was begun on

a toot of interpersonal influence.

Continued test development ia planned in the Psychomotor.

Physical Proficiency, and Cognitive areas.

t
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